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Abstract—Visual languages make use of spatial arrangements
of graphical and textual elements to represent information.
Domain specific diagrams, including flow charts and music sheets,
are examples of visual languages. An established area of research
is the study of languages which can be used to create declarative
specifications of visual languages. In this paper, the result of a
review of research on visual language specification languages is
presented. Specifically, a structured literature review is conducted
to establish research themes by analysing what has been studied
in the context of specification languages. The result of the
literature review is used to develop a conceptual framework that
consists of six research themes with related topics. Additionally,
discussions on how the conceptual framework can be used as
a basis to guide research in the field of specification languages,
to perform feature based characterisations and to create lists
of criteria to evaluate and compare specification languages are
included in this paper.
Index Terms—visual languages, diagrams, specifications, specification languages

I. I NTRODUCTION
In computing, languages that make use of non-sequential
arrangements of graphical and textual elements are studied
as visual languages. Each visual language has its own rules
about the set of elements and how these elements should be
spatially arranged to form valid instances of the language [1].
Examples of visual languages are flow charts, finite state
automata diagrams and music sheets, where the former two
and the latter one are used in the domains of computing and
music respectively.
An area of study is the generation and utilisation of formal
specifications of visual languages, where the specifications are
generated using appropriate languages, referred to as specification languages. Visual language specifications are explicit
descriptions, in general, of either the syntax or semantics of the
language [1]. Formal declarative specifications are beneficial
to facilitate automated processing of visual languages [2].
Automated processing is generally used to realise applications
to interpret or generate visual languages [3].
The automated processing of visual languages can be used
to provide software solutions within a variety of contexts. For
example, automated interpretation can be used to generate
textual summaries, which improve accessibility of diagrams
for visually impaired users [4]. Automated processing can also
be useful, for example, to generate annotations that describe

the content of images of diagrams for the realisation of the
semantic web [5].
Numerous specification languages with different underlying
formalisms have been developed for visual language specifications [1]. Examples of specification languages are modified
string grammars [6], graph grammars [7] and the Web Ontology Language [8]. Research on specification languages has a
long history (see the survey in [1], for example), and includes
studies on algorithms for processing specifications [9] [10],
properties of these algorithms [11] [12], software applications
that use specifications [7] [13] and tools for generating specifications [11] [14]. Points of focus for research in this field
vary from the theoretical to the practical. Establishing time
complexity theoretically [15] [16] as opposed to time usage
empirically [17] [18] is one example of different points of
focuses of studies in specification languages.
The aim of this paper is to present an overview of the current
research on specification languages, by amalgamating various
studies in this field. This overview is developed through a
literature review and presented as a conceptual framework of
research in the field. Specifically, a structured literature review
is conducted to explore aspects that have been researched in
this area. It should be emphasised that the aim of the review
is not to establish the list of different specification languages
similar to the review in [1] for example, but rather to present
a unified view of research topics in the field.
It is envisaged that the developed framework can be used as
a basis to guide further research in the field. For example, the
framework may be used as a basis to create comprehensive
lists of features that can be used to characterise or evaluate
or compare specification languages. Similarly, the framework
may be used to guide research into new specification languages.
This paper is structured into five sections. Section II describes the details of the structured literature review. The
conceptual framework developed from the literature review
is discussed in Section III. Section IV includes discussions
on how the conceptual framework can be used for different
purposes. A conclusion to the paper is included in Section V.

II. S TRUCTURED L ITERATURE R EVIEW
Structured literature review is a research method by which
the collection and analysis of relevant literature is performed
with specific goals [19]. This method makes it explicit how
literature is gathered and analysed [20] to achieve transparency
and repeatability [19].
In a 2017 article in the Journal of Visual Languages &
Computing, a structured analysis of the literature was used to
provide a comprehensive definition of visual languages [21].
As this research falls in the realm of visual languages, the
structured review used in this research was designed similarly
to the study in [21]. The structured review in this research is
guided by two questions; what aspects and how they have been
studied in the field of visual language specification languages.
Similar to [21], the selected sources for the present literature review were chosen to be the proceedings of the IEEE
Visual Languages (VL)/Human Centric Computing (HCC)
and Diagrams conferences, Journal of Visual Languages &
Computing (JVLC), the survey article about specification
languages [1], and the references therein. Our choice of these
sources is motivated by the fact that the selected conferences
and journal are considered to be the most prominent avenues
for publications in visual languages [21]. Additionally, the
work presented in [1] is acknowledged as a comprehensive
survey at the time of its publication [9] [22].
Our next step was to select the period of publications of
the selected sources. Since the comprehensive survey in [1]
was published in 1998, we assumed that it contains references
to most, if not all, of the relevant work up until 1998. The
article in [1] contains references published between 1957 and
1998. The first Diagrams conference was held in 2000, so
the proceedings of this conference is only available from
2000. It was decided, therefore, that the proceedings of IEEE
VL/HCC and JVLC between 1998 and 2017, the proceedings
of Diagrams between 2000 and 2017, the survey article in [1]
and all the references included in [1] would be considered for
the review.
A set of initial screening criteria was applied to the articles
in the selected avenues and periods of publications. For
proceedings of both conferences, all publications, except those
that only had abstracts, were included for the review. Only
abstracts were typically included for keynote addresses, panel
discussions and workshops. In case of the journal articles, all
articles that were marked as original research articles were
included for the review. The survey article in [1] and the references therein that were published in conference proceedings
and journals were also included. The initial set, after applying
the initial screening criteria, consisted of 1773 articles.
The next step was to choose relevant articles from the initial
set of 1773 articles. The set of criteria applied was whether
an article reported on visual language specification languages,
visual language specifications or applications of specifications.
This set of criteria was applied to each article by reading the
abstracts in detail and referring to the articles where necessary.
The total number of articles, after applying the set of inclusion

criteria, was 961 , which is the number of articles used for
detailed analysis.
Fig.1 depicts the sources, periods, number of articles and
selection criteria used for the review. The number of articles
indicated for the publication source [1], includes [1] and
the references therein. This number, therefore, indicates the
references used as opposed to where they are published. In
fact, numerous of these references were published in the
proceedings of IEEE VL/HCC conferences and JVLC, prior
to 1998.

Fig. 1. Sources, periods, number of articles and selection criteria used in this
literature review

Each article in the set of 96 articles was read in detail by
the first author. While reading each article, aspects studied
in the context of visual language specification techniques, and
how they were studied, were noted down. All the noted aspects
were then analysed and grouped into themes, and these themes
were used to construct the conceptual framework of research.
III. C ONCEPTUAL F RAMEWORK OF R ESEARCH
The result of the literature review was used to develop
a conceptual framework of research in the field of visual
1 The

complete list of articles is available at https://bit.ly/2Sv1xgW.

language specification languages. The framework consists of
six research themes with related topics in these themes, which
are presented in the following sub sections.
Due to space limitations only a subset of articles used for the
review, from which the conceptual framework was developed,
is included in this discussion.
A. Visual Language Models
In this theme, modelling of visual languages is studied.
Modelling refers to how relevant aspects of a visual language,
syntactical structure for example, are conceptually modelled
and specified in a given specification language. Different
specification languages can support different visual language
models, for example [10] and [23] uses two different visual
language models.
There are different ways to describe visual language models.
A visual language specification can be seen as a representation
of the visual language model applied to a specific visual
language [24] [25]. Formal models can also be used to specify
models [26] [27]. Informal textual descriptions can also be
used to describe visual language models [24] [25].
B. Specifications
In this theme, topics directly related to the specifications
generated by a specification language are included. Two main
topics in this theme are the generation of specifications for
relevant visual languages and investigations of properties of
the generated specifications.
The first aspect in this theme is the development of
specifications of visual languages of interest [8] [28]. The
specifications are instantiations of visual language models for
the chosen visual languages. Specifications can also be used
to demonstrate expressiveness, a property (see section III-C),
of the specification language [29] [30].
The second aspect in this theme is whether a specification
satisfies certain properties. Examples of properties studied
are correctness [31] and completeness [6]. Certain properties are specifically studied for grammar based languages,
parsability [31] [32] is one such property. Properties can be
established, for example, using proofs [6] [31] and conditions
to confirm properties in specifications [32].
C. Specification Languages
In this theme, properties and artefacts of specification languages are studied. The term artefacts is used to refer to
algorithms or techniques used for processing specifications
independent of possible implementations, i.e. computer programs.
Two computational properties widely studied are expressiveness [11] [12] [25] [27] and computational costs [16] [33].
Explanations using examples are often used to demonstrate
types or aspects of visual languages that can be described
in a given specification technique [29] [30]. Computational
costs are measured using time and space complexity [15] [25].
Time complexity can be studied theoretically [15] [16] or empirically [17], and in some cases theoretical time complexity

is compared to practical cases [18]. Practical cases involve
measuring the processing time taken by a software application
that uses visual language specifications [18].
In general, highly expressive specification languages are
desirable [11] [25] [30], however, high expressiveness often
leads to high computational costs [1] [9]. In the context
of specification languages, there is an emphasis on ways to
improve computational efficiency either by limiting expressiveness of the specification language [33] [34] or by exploring
different ways of processing specifications [35] [36].
The formal property decidability has been studied for
different specification languages with different underlying
formalisms [23] [37]. Properties such as soundness and
completeness are primarily studied in the context of logicbased specification languages [3] [23] [24]. When the abovementioned properties are studied for specification languages,
they are often presented formally with proofs [3] [37]. In
[30], generality of a specification language is demonstrated
by comparing the expressiveness of different specification
languages to that discussed in the article using proof outlines.
When it comes to artefacts, a noticeable trend in logic
based specification languages is the reuse of existing artefacts while in grammar based languages is to develop or
modify an existing artefact for processing visual language
specifications. The most frequently developed and studied
artefact in grammar based languages is the parsing algorithm [9] [10] [16] [25] [27] [32] [33]. Some researchers have
explored ways to use parsing algorithms to check for possible
run-time errors in a given grammar during parsing [38] and
to suggest ways to correct an input diagram for successful
parsing [10] [39]. Similarly, in [36], an algorithm is presented
that can be used during parsing to correct errors in an
input diagram. There are also studies that focus on different
properties of parsing algorithms. Examples of properties of
parsing algorithms are correctness [40] and termination [25].
Another class of artefacts is techniques to automatically
generate parsers given a visual language specification generated by a grammar based language [41] [42]. Techniques for
automated parser generation are aimed at reducing the time
and effort required to generate visual language specific tools.
For example, an algorithm for automated generation of parsers
is given in [41].
D. Classification of Visual Languages
In this theme, how the expressiveness of the specification
language can be used to classify visual languages is studied.
For example, in [43] [44] the classes of visual languages
that can be defined using different forms of grammars are
presented. Results of studies in this theme are schemes used
for classifications and classifications of visual languages using
the developed schemes.
E. Software Applications
In this theme, how the visual language specification generated by a specification language can be used in software
applications is studied. In general, the range of software

applications is significantly varied in terms of their input and
output, and generalisability of these applications, i.e. designed
to process one or multiple visual languages.
The first category of software applications is dedicated to
interpret a visual language. Examples of studies that report
on the first category of applications are [17] [45]. The second
category is dedicated diagram editors that can check syntactic validity of diagrams, either while the diagram is being
drawn or after completing the diagram by the user. These
dedicated diagram editors can also assist with the completion
of diagrams [13], indicate errors in the diagram [39] [46]
as well as suggest possible solutions to solve the errors in
the diagram [39]. The third category of applications automatically generates software components for visual language
processing [10] [12]. These software components are typically
parsers and visual language editors for processing visual
languages. Unlike the first three categories, the fourth category
of applications processes visual languages beyond syntactical
level, typically to support processing of visual languages at
the semantic level, for example to process models represented
in diagrams [7].
All four categories of software applications use specifications of relevant visual languages as input. Additionally all
categories except third take diagrams as input and produce the
result of interpretation of diagrams as output. A variety of visual language input and output formats have been used in these
applications. Examples of input formats are hand-drawn [27],
computer-generated [36] and scanned [47] diagrams. The
output formats are often application dependent [25] [27].
Software applications are often presented using their design,
implementation and evaluation. Details of the application
including the general architecture of the system [48], various
components and their functionality [10] and the processing
steps [49] are generally discussed. The details of the application be it the general design or functionality vary from
one publication to another. Sometimes the implementation
language [7] [36] and the details of the operating system on
which the application is meant to be executed [18] are also
included.
The most common form of evaluation is empirical evaluation. When presenting the empirical evaluation, mostly the
number of diagrams and measurements of various features
of the application are indicated. The most common features
measured are time taken to process [7] [17] [27] [36] and
accuracy of interpretation [50] [51] of diagrams. Sometimes
for the third category of applications, time taken to generate
software tools [52] and the length of code of the generated
tool [18] are noted. The details of the system on which
evaluations are conducted are also listed [36].
F. Tools
In this theme, how tools can be realised to develop visual
language specifications are studied.
A number of tools have been developed to support the
development of visual language specifications, and they include dedicated editors, often graphical [11] [14] [32], with the

ability to specify visual languages visually [11] [31], to check
and debug specifications [11] [42] and to visualise aspects
of specifications [42]. Similar to software applications (see
section III-E), software tools can also be presented using their
design, implementation and evaluation [11].
G. Summary and Discussion
A summary of the conceptual framework is illustrated in
Fig.2.

Fig. 2. A concise depiction of the conceptual framework of research on visual
language specification languages

To summarise, all six themes of the framework are focussed around visual language specification languages. The
first theme, visual language models, focuses on the visual
language models supported by the specification language. The
second theme, specifications, centers around the development
of specifications for visual languages and their properties.
Properties and artefacts of a specification language are the
main topics of research in the third theme, specification languages. The theme, classification of visual languages, focuses

on classifying visual languages using properties of the selected
specification language. Utilisation of specifications generated
by the specification language is studied in the theme of
software applications. The theme tools focuses on tools to
assist in the development of specifications. Although tools
are also software applications, in this framework software
that makes use of specifications is included in the theme
software applications, while software that is used to support
the development of specifications is included in the theme
tools.
The conceptual framework presents an overview of what has
been studied in the field. However, there are aspects that have
been mentioned as relevant but not studied in the field. For
example, industry relevance [1] and ease of use [7] [11] [31]
can be relevant features of a specification language. Therefore,
investigations into industry relevance and ease of use of a
specification language, for example, can be beneficial in the
field. Inclusion of such relevant aspects can possibly improve
the conceptual framework.
IV. P OTENTIAL U SES OF THE C ONCEPTUAL F RAMEWORK
The conceptual framework presented in Section III can
be used to guide research in the field of visual language
specification languages. In this section, a few possible ways
to utilise the framework are briefly discussed.
Firstly, when a new specification language is studied, the
framework can be used as a basis to carry out research into
the language. Research into a new specification language can
therefore be planned according to the topics in the six themes.
One possible order of topics to study for a new specification
language is the order in which the themes are presented in
Section III. Investigations into certain topics are prerequisites
for other topics of investigations. For example, a software
application (topic in the theme software applications) can only
be realised if a specification of the relevant visual language
can be generated (topic in the theme specifications) using the
specification language.
Secondly, the framework may be used to identify gaps
in knowledge about an existing specification language. For
example, a literature review can be conducted into the topics
listed under each research theme to identify what is studied
and can be studied further for a given specification language.
Thirdly, the developed framework provides a basis for lists
of aspects that can be used for wider characterisations of
specification languages. Although aspects such as underlying
formalisms and computational costs [1] are the well-known
features to characterise, the topics listed under each theme of
the framework can be used to develop a detailed list of features
to characterise specification languages. For example, the visual
language models supported (topic in the theme visual language
models), the classes of visual languages that can be specified
(topic in the theme specification techniques), specification language properties (topic in the theme specification techniques)
and tool support (based on the theme tools) can be used to
characterise a specification language.

Fourthly, the topics in the conceptual framework can also be
used as a basis to develop evaluation criteria to evaluate and
compare specification languages. For example, availability of
tools (based on the theme tools) and the classes of visual languages that can be expressed (topic in the theme specification
techniques) are two features that can be used to evaluate and
compare different specification languages.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, a conceptual framework of research on visual
language specification languages is presented. The framework
is developed using a structured literature review and consists of
six themes with related topics in each theme. Brief discussions
of different ways in which the framework can be used as a
basis to guide further research in the field are also included.
The conceptual framework is essentially an overview of
research in the field of visual language specification languages.
The framework can be expanded by including themes and
topics that are mentioned as relevant in the literature but
not necessarily studied in the field. Similarly, including more
sources of literature in the review may result in the identification of further themes and topics that can be added to the
conceptual framework.
The developed framework is currently being used to design investigations into a new specification language. The
framework provides a solid outline to study new specification
languages and at the same time offers flexibility in terms of
details of investigations for a given context.
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